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The evolutionary Big Bang theory is often portrayed as fact or law. However, upon 
closer look at the true meaning of science and the Bible s account of creation sheds 
a different light on this theory.   

How did the Big Bang theory begin? In 1927 a Belgian astronomer by the name of 
George Lemaitre suggested that a number of billions of years ago all matter in the 
universe was compacted into one small body. Lemaitre called this a primeval atom. 
Some others have called it a cosmic egg.   

The temperature of this compacted mass was trillions of degrees. Of course, 
Lemaitre had no idea how the mass had been formed and how long it lasted. But in 
the course of time, it exploded. Thus the name The Big Bang , since it was 
presumed by the evolutionists to be the greatest explosion ever in the universe.   

Isaac Asimov, known for his many evolutionary science fiction stories or fables, wrote 
in his In the Beginning:    

In tiny fractions of a second, the temperature dropped very quickly a full 
second after the big bang, the temperature of the Universe had dropped to ten billion 
degrees, about what it is at the center of the stars It was, however, not until about a 
million years after the big bang that the temperature of the Universe had dropped to 
five thousand degrees (that of the surface of the sun)

  

Now one might ask the question, Was he there? Did he travel to the surface of the 
sun and the center of a star? Since the nearest star is a distance so far that it has 
yet to be traveled by any man made vehicle or machine, how could Asimov so 
decidedly measure its center s temperature?   

Perhaps we should take a moment to explore the meaning of a few words. Lets start 
with the basic word science.  

SCIENCE 

 

a branch of study dedicated to the accumulation and classification of 
observable facts in order to formulate general laws about the natural world.      

(Exploring Creation With Natural Science  PG 1)  

Now, notice that in the definition of the word science, it says that it must be 
observable facts. There are no written observations of the Big Bang, because for 
one, no one was alive at that point, and also, it never happened. Creation, on the 
other hand, has a written account from the Creator himself. It doesn t get any clearer 
than that. I would also like to show the meaning of a general scientific law.  



2nd LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS 

 
the law, which states that heat and natural 

processes in a system tend to go toward less useful energy and greater discord.   

In that sentence, a basic law of science refutes the whole big bang theory. Heat and 
natural processes in a system tend to end in greater discord. In other words, it ends a 
bigger mess than it started! If so, then how could a primeval atom, which is a 
compacted mess of materials, then how could it end up in a beautiful world? Even 
even the simplest laws of general science are so far defying the Big Bang theory!  

In a car crash, the explosion of a car does not create a better car. It creates disaster! 
The pieces of the car do not reconstruct to make it better, but end up being hauled 
away as trash.   

Perhaps we should ask a very simple question. How does nothing become 
something, explode, and then become a beautiful haven for life?   

The heavens did have a beginning, but it was by divine power, not by a fluctuation of 
nothingness through an explosion, which then created a highly complex universe.  

God says in Genesis 1:1, In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. 
This simple sentence refuses to allow any other explanation for the earth s existence. 
By saying that in the beginning God clarifies that only he was in existence, because 
before the beginning of anything there is nothing but a plan or an idea.   

Genesis 1:1 also states that God created the heavens and the earth, which 
compacted into a shorter context this means that God created the entire universe 
from His divine will and plan, not by some massive meaningless explosion in outer 
space. His power is beyond human comprehension, and cannot be imagined by even 
the most advanced human mind.   

How could a small body of primeval atoms create an entire beautiful world like ours? 
The very thought is overwhelmingly hopeless.   

In Psalms 8:3-4 the great King David writes, When I consider thy heavens, the work 
of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained; what is man that 
thou art mindful of him

  

David puts God s glory into perspective. The Big Bang theory suggests that there is 
no higher purpose in the world than just existing. But the amazing work of God shows 
us that we have a higher purpose, and that He loved us enough to create a beautiful 
world for the beings that He created in His image.      
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